Call to international volunteers: stop Israel impunity!
Time to come to Gaza to protect harvesting farmers
Joint campaign from UAWC and Unadikum:
Spring in Gaza: Tackling Israeli impunity to harvest future
A tank strolling along a peaceful humble valley, planted with olive trees, with a small
house overlooking it. Without any notice, the tank stops, aims at the house and shells –
an explosive item. The front wall burst open shows rooms devastated with shrapnel.
Hala is dead, her small body curled up around the bowl from where she was quietly
eating her meal, seated in the tiny family garden.
The mechanisms which lead to such crimes has a name: impunity. And may be
summarized easily: Whatever the killings, whatever the destruction, whatever the
suffering that the Israeli Occupation Forces impose on Palestinians, it will face
nothing more than a frown from the numerous, powerful, intricate bodies (self)
entitled to enact and enforce the so called “rule of international law”. Among which at
forefront the UN system, but also, as economic might seems to granted some
legitimacy to speak in name of humanity, the US government and the European Union
bodies.
Is the situation impossible to understand, leading to such inaction from international
community? No. From now one hundreds of years or so, the Zionist movement
explains they will settle on the territory of historical Palestine – and strives to, making
use of all possible means, including terrorism and massive attacks on civilian
population. Scornfully disregarding the numerous United Nations “resolutions”
asserting (without the smallest attempt of follow up) the inalienable rights of
Palestinian people, the successive Israeli decision makers, trampling upon the local
population, develop colonization of the lands, assassinations, displacement and
concentration of people on a racial basis, while piling up declarations making explicit
their certainty to be above universal human laws and their long will to eradicate
Palestinians from their land.
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If the international bodies, if most of our governments, are blind in front of an explicit
apartheid policy, deaf in front of racist assertions, idle in front of the martyrdom of a
civil population by one of the most powerfully equipped army in the world, we, people
from all over the world, have to take over. The Committees of Farmers (UAWC) in
the Gaza Strip and the international association UNADIKUM jointly call to volunteers
to come to Gaza, to protect farmers while they will engage in the harvesting season, by
mid-April to July. Volunteers are needed to peacefully and bodily interpose
themselves between the Israeli soldiers patrolling along the fence and the farmers at
work, making by their mere presence more difficult for the army to kill and wound
with impunity. Volunteers are needed to report about the real situation they will see, to
crack apart the mountains of lies endeavoring to cover crimes against humanity.
“We have targeted a terror place”, stated Occupation Army right after the shelling
from the tank, before retracting to other lies (“individual initiative!”) when the image
of the small family house began to be seen on the Web. Repeatedly raising the specter
of terrorism is what all invading army do when facing Resistance. Gazan farmers
answer: come, share our lives, and report to your countries!
Gazan farmers committees and internationals from Unadikum call for you.
For Hala, it is too late, but for her brothers and sisters all over the Gaza strip, for their
fathers and mothers unremittingly working their land under the threat of weapons, to
act is possible and needed. Whatever the length of time you are in capability to grant
for Gaza, if you may free at least 2 weeks, contact Unadikum and consider joining us.
Address of Unadikum website: www.asociacionunadikum.org
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